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What you need to complete this quest unknown keyCollect DOCS 0048 quest itemSuccessful retrieval Caviar in the customs card to complete the search for ransomware. Your caviar location can also be a factor in how difficult it will be to complete this quest and if you have to complete it in two different rounds. If you spawn on the side of
the customs office on the map, I would suggest you complete the entire quest at a time. You can use this card as a link to learn your way around the customs card, credit to a Reddit user, u/Monsieur_dArtagnan. Go to the dead jump in the bushes near the RUAF checkpoint. On his body you will find an unknown key, this key has 100%
caviar speed, meaning it will be on its body every time someone else nicked it. Dead scav in the bushes Once you have the key, continue heading to the shipping yard. As always act with care when performing quests, you never know who you will be working in. Use an unknown key to unlock this hut. Once you are inside the hut, don't
expect to find any sweet loot, the only item that spawns there will be a quest item, DOCS 0048. You can find a quest item under what looks like a jacket on the floor as you enter the shack. Crouch and pick up the item. Unknown Hut quest item you are not out of the woods yet, you still have to extract. I would suggest you head to the prey
of the BR-1011, because you can hug the walls all the way there to avoid unnecessary commitments. Tip, keep the unknown key in a secure container, so when you die, you don't have to collect the key again. If you die after you've got the quest item, you'll have to bring it back to the new startup and extract it because you can't store that
item in a safe container. If you do not appear on the customs side, the quest will play a little differently. You will pass by an unknown hut where you get a quest item without a key, so you have to go all the way to the dead guy in the bushes to get the key first. If you have a key, you should put yourself in danger again by heading back to
the shack with a quest item. Once you get the docS 0048 item, head back to the booty on the side of the customs post card. You can always use one run to get the key, loot as you normally do, and the next run go to an unknown hut. The rewards for this quest are not something to get excited about, but at least it's a drop in the bucket.
You get the following: Ransomware quest rewards 3200XP-0.08 Reputation with Skier500 DollarsVepr AKM/VPO-209 366TKM Carbine3 x Izhmash AK magazine As I always say, keep grinding these escapes from Tarkov quests, the experience builds up nicely, and it gives you the opportunity to explore what the game has to offer. See
all of Jin's messages Edit Comments Share from The Escape from Tarkov's Wiki Extortionate is a quest in in From Tarkov. Dialogue edit source Not a good time! Although... Wait. There is an urgent question. About an hour ago, there was a shootout in garages across the river. Where my boy was going on errands. To hell with it, he was a
complete jerk anyway. But he had one particular key with him. A mighty complex key, I might add. To the door that could be fucking, where do you see? This clown is bringing me one very valuable thing. Hid it somewhere, the bastard locked him up with this arsetormenting key and came to me to talk about the price. What a biatch! I kind
of raised the fee a bit for thought, but this wanker still hasn't told me where and went to get it myself. And I'm pretty sure what he did there. Find the key and then find me a package, even if you have to check all the doors from the center to the port. The editing requirements to edit the source must be level 7 to start this quest. Goals (edit
the source of editing) Find a hidden valuable cargo (optional) Find the body of the messenger (optional) Find the place where the messenger hid the item To Hand It Skier Awards edit source You damn Pinkerton! Helped me big time! Editing Guide edit source Related elements of the quest Icon Point Amount Requirement Notes Unknown
Key 1 Is required to use to open the cabin where the quest item is located. Documents 0048 1 Mandatory transfer point. When selected, the number is transferred to the inventory of the players' quest item. If death occurs before the player removes the item, he will lose it. The body and cab are marked on the bush map near the truck
Welcome to Tarkov with the body, where you will find an unknown key. A cabin that is open with an unknown key. The document is under the Trivia jacket (edited by the source of the editing) One copy of the Unknown Key is guaranteed to appear on the hidden body of each raid, regardless of whether the player in the raid is the quest
Ransomware is active. I'm stuck on this quest. I got the key to a dead stingray behind the garages at customs. Has anyone figured out who this key is leading to? I was running around and I can't understand. Edit #1: found the shack key opens. Edit #2: I'm 3 for 3, finding nothing in the shack. I'm going to assume that this quest is broken,
and move on to other quests. Page 2Post 3 years ago 25 comments Ransomware is the second task you can get from a skier in an escape from Tarkov. You have to be level 7 to get this task. The mission takes place on the customs card and requires you to find the hidden cargo that the skier wants. The first thing you need to do is find
the key to the dead body. The body is located north of the RUAF checkpoint on the east side of the river, at the bottom of the map. When searching the body and finding the key, go to the cab north of the gas station. You don't need the keys to finish the task, but they make it a lot easier. If you have keys, head east to the main folding
complex. It's a good idea to take the route of cuddling a cuddle the southern wall of the complex and then go to the vault when you reach the railway bridge. The location of the key on the map above is marked with a red arrow, and the location of the cockpit is a red square. When you get the necessary paperwork from the cockpit, extract
and then hand over the Skier documents to finish the task. You lose an item if you die before extraction, so leave your top priority after you pick it up. At the end of the job you will receive the following awards: 3200 XP Skier Rep 500 dollars Vepr AKM/VPO-209 366TKM Carbine 3x Izhmash AK mags, 30 round 7.62×39 AK Cards in this
post from eftmaps.com, which is a great resource for those who play the game. and another quest that is not easy for n00b! #escapefromtarkov #EFT @Battlestate like it? Take a second to support Angry Roleplayer at Patreon! Patreon! escape from tarkov extortionist quest. escape from tarkov extortionist mission. how to do the
extortionist escape from tarkov. escape from tarkov the extortionist deutsch
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